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Abstract

This article examines the emergence and spread of the ‘sportsman’ genre of Ottoman
photography in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century Istanbul. The ‘sportsman
photograph’ depicted youngmenposing shirtless orwearing tight-fitting athletic attire,
flexing their muscles and exhibiting their bodies. These images were embedded in
a wider set of athletic and leisure activities and constituted novel social and photo-
graphic practices. By tracing thedeployment of ‘sportsman’ photographs in sports clubs
and the press, I argue that they cemented homosocial bonds, normalized and popular-
ized new notions of masculinity, confessionalized the male body and reconfigured the
ways in which Ottoman Muslims, Christians and Jews performed and conveyed their
commitment to middle-class notions of masculinity and the self.
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In 1915, the Ottoman Turkish Navy Magazine ran an article in its regular
sports column entitled ‘What is a Beautiful Body?’ (Donanma Mecmuası 1915:
81). In the opening paragraph, the author established that the article would
‘analyze beauty from the perspective of a physical training specialist’. Such a
view was ‘scientific’ and treated ‘health’ as corporeal beauty’s defining char-
acteristic. ‘When speaking of beauty’, it asserted, ‘the first characteristic that
should come to one’s mind is health’. Published duringWorldWar i, the article
echoes a broader conversation in late Ottoman Istanbul about the ideal male
body. However, its emphasis on health diverged from other competing under-
standings of physical beauty prevalent at the time. As the author put it, ‘The
[true] meaning [of beauty] is not what is used among the people (beynelhalk)
[emphasis mine]’ (Donanma Mecmuası 1915: 81). If health was not commonly
understood as a beautiful body’s defining characteristic, then what was? What
kinds of new notions of male beauty were emerging here? And what role did
photography play in this transformation?

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, OttomanMuslim,
Christian and Jewish citizens living in urban centers of the empire celebrated
and promoted a newmasculine corporeal aesthetic, and by consequence con-
demned an older one. The defining characteristics of this new body were pro-
portionality, a slim waist, defined biceps, a straight back and a broad and hair-
less chest.1 The new look was deemed ‘beautiful’—because it was based on
physical exercise as a personal effort, itself a new bourgeois value—and thus
‘civilized’. This lateOttoman conception of amodern, urbanmasculinity, which
echoed similar ideas and values in major urban centers around the world,
stood in stark contrast to older Ottoman views on the body and its relation-
ship to social status.Whereas a corpulent physiquehadhistorically exemplified
financial prosperity, strength, virility and social status, withOttomanmen even
embracing the sobriquet ‘the fat one’ (şişman) (Ginio 2006: 93; see also Felek
2014), a plump belly now came to represent incompetence, lethargy and phys-
ical inferiority.

The development of this new conception of masculine beauty was indelibly
shaped by the dissemination of the camera into the everyday lives of Ottoman
society and the democratization of photographic practices in general. The
mushrooming of photography studios throughout Istanbul, the invention of

1 The majority of shirtless ‘sportsman’ photographs that I have encountered depict a hairless
upper body. However, there are some exceptions. This suggests that although it was common
for youngmen to use depilatories, during this period some continued to regard body hair as a
marker of virility. For example, see Zabel Yessayan’s memoir (2014: 65) in which she describes
her uncle Khatchig’s ‘hairy chest’ as a sign of strength and virility.
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consumer-friendly snapshot photography, as well as greater access for men
(and women) to have their pictures taken either in a studio or in their home
resulted in the proliferation of diverse genres of portraiture during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (cf. Graham-Brown 1988; Erdogdu
2002; Ersoy 2012;Micklewright 2000, 2003). Among these vernacular genreswas
the ‘sportsman photograph’ that depicted young men posing shirtless or wear-
ing tight-fitting athletic attire, flexing theirmuscles and exhibiting their bodies.

The emergence and proliferation of the sportsman photograph was con-
nected to the growing popularity of gymnastics and team sports, such as soccer
and hockey, among upper- andmiddle-class youngmen of late-nineteenth and
early-twentieth-century Istanbul. Muslims, Christians and Jews ‘worked out’ a
shared understanding of sports and corporeal development in schools, volun-
tary athletic associations, newly constructed urban spaces and the press (Yıldız
2015). This new ‘civic’ culture centered around the belief that physical exercise
represented an effective means to form robust young men, and by extension,
modern communities (or millets), and a civilized empire.

The sportsman genre of photography emerged in conjunction with the
spread of sports clubs in various neighborhoods of the imperial capital during
the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid ii (1876–1909). While young men developed
their bodies by lifting weights, running and jumping, photography served as
their medium of choice to record, display and communicate their masculine
looks to each other. Postcard-sized photographs were circulated as tokens of
friendship among friends, colleagues and family during the Hamidian era. This
rather limited, personal circulation changed, however, after the Young Turk
Revolution in 1908. The abolition of the Hamidian regime’s censorship policies
and the mushrooming of a robust multilingual print media played an impor-
tant role in significantly broadening the circulation of the sportsman genre in
public culture, further popularizing a particular vision of male corporeality as
a defining feature of late Ottoman urban masculinity.2

This essay discusses the sportsman genre of late Ottoman photography as
embedded in a wider set of athletic and leisure activities and constitutive of
novel social and photographic practices. The deployment of these images—
first through social networks and later through the press—cemented homoso-
cial bonds, and normalized and popularized new notions ofmasculinity across
confessional lines. But it also confessionalized the male body, and reconfig-
ured the ways in which OttomanMuslims, Christians and Jews performed and

2 Although here I focus exclusively onmen, it should be noted that that photographs, drawings
and caricatures of women exercising also appeared in the late Ottoman press, as discussed in
Frierson (1996).
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conveyed their commitment to middle-class notions of masculinity and the
self. By tracing the intersection of the sportsman photograph and print media,
this essay also proposes that images of the sportsman made visible the shift-
ing boundaries of public propriety. Circulated in the print media, these pho-
tographs opened up debates about what constituted a ‘nude’ body.While phys-
ical culture enthusiasts viewed these bare-chested images as embodiments of
an ideal middle-class look and aesthetic, others were critical of men posing
without their shirts.3

Over a decade ago,Wolf-Dieter Lemke,writing onphotography inArab cities
of the empire, implored scholars to treat photographs as neglected sources
that could tell us a great deal about ‘an unprecedented interest in the indi-
vidual’ during the period (Lemke 2002: 249). Many historians of the Middle
East have since drawn important insights into the cultural and social transfor-
mations of the late Ottoman era by taking photographs seriously as historical
sources. Stephen Sheehi traces the emergence of a ‘bourgeois individualist sub-
jectivity’ by examining the work and reception of local photographers in late
nineteenth and early twentieth-century Lebanon (Sheehi 2007: 179). Others
treat photographs as a lens to observe changes in consumption and identity.
NancyMicklewright focuses on candid family snapshots in late Ottoman Istan-
bul to discuss thenexus of domestic consumption andnewbourgeois identities
(Micklewright 2000; 2003).

This growing body of literature onMiddle East photography is moving away
from an understanding of photographs as mere ‘illustrations’ of past events or
‘representations’ of past phenomena. It increasingly draws on insights of his-
torians of vernacular photography who argue that photographs—especially
vernacular photographs, such as commercial studio portraits, candid home
snapshots, and others—should be understood as both material and social, or
agentive, objects whose meaning does not reside merely ‘in the image’, but
equally in the diverse modes of exchange and circulation in which they were
embedded (see Edwards 2012 for an extensive summary). I am thus primarily
interested in the interplay between the historical development of the sports-
man photograph as a visual genre, concomitant changes in printmedia and the

3 The photographs discussed in this essay are representative of a larger body of understud-
ied images that are either stored in the dusty archives of sports clubs in Istanbul or scat-
tered in private collections in Turkey and around the world. They were procured in 2012
from the archives of the Kurtuluş Sports Club (Kurtuluş Spor Kulübü) and the Galatasaray
Museum (Galatasaray Müzesi) in Istanbul and Daniel Ziffer’s private collection in Tel Aviv.
Galatasaray’s archive has hundreds of photographs of club members and over twenty photo
albums. Hercules’ archive is more modest in scope: it has dozens of individual and group
photographs and two photograph albums.
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production and dissemination of a newmasculine corporeal aesthetic through
these venues.

Tokens of Friendship: ‘Sportsman’ Photographs in Sports Clubs

Sports clubs were one of the main spaces in which Muslim, Christian and Jew-
ish young men in late Ottoman Istanbul met to socialize and play sports. They
were part of a growing trend of voluntary associations throughout the empire;
these associations included educational, philanthropic, political, scientific and
literary clubs (see, for instance, Göçek 2002; Watenpaugh 2006).4 Sports clubs
were exclusively spaces ofmale sociability5 and represented crucial siteswhere
historically novel, young peer (generational) male subjectivities were formed,
negotiated and performed. Their popularity and social relevance reflected two
related ideas among upper and middle-class circles of Istanbul: first was the
idea that exercise and a ‘beautiful body’ meant that one was a modern, cul-
tivated and successful man; second, that a ‘sedentary life’ (oturucu bir hayat)
had adverse effects on the bodies of Ottoman citizens. According to Selim Sırrı,
a Turkish educator who went on to become the Ottoman Empire’s General
Inspector of Physical Training (Terbiye-i Bedeniye Müfettiş-i Umumisi), ‘one of
the most important reasons for our illnesses is a sedentary life. We are always
sitting in houses, government offices, workplaces, coffee houses, and casinos’
(Sırrı 1908: 89). Sırrı encouraged youngmen ‘to bring an end to this life of sitting’
bywalking, doing gymnastics and exercising their bodies (Sırrı 1908: 89). Sports
clubs served as themain spaces in which youngmen could put these ideas into
practice. Young men learned how to dress, talk and socialize through, and in
between, exercising or playing; or, on other occasions, listening to lectures and
reading. In these spaces, a new Ottoman middle class was produced through
the activities young men did together: playing games, reading books and mag-
azines, or taking pictures.6

4 Whilemuch has beenwritten on late Ottoman associational life, scholars have either focused
on how voluntary associations created novel forms of individual and group identities that
foregrounded civic bonds and transcended ethno-religious divisions (Watenpaugh 2006), or
on the role of ethnically and religious homogenous organizations in the development of
fissiparousmovements during the late empire (Göçek 2002). These approaches fail to account
for the fact that many late Ottoman voluntary associations were far from being ideologically
pure spaces and fostered both ethno-religious and shared civic bonds.

5 Therewere exceptions, however. For example, the JewishGymnastics Club of Constantinople
(Israelitische Turnverein Konstantinopel) created a women’s section in 1906.

6 This view of class draws insights from a growing body of literature that understands the
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Muslim, Christian and Jewish members of these clubs took photographs of
themselves andof eachother—apractice that hadmanypurposes,motives and
effects. Dressing up in one’s best clothes and posing for the camera—whether
for the professional photographer in a studio or among amateurs at home and
during leisure activities—was an established practice in which young men
asserted their status and professionalism as modern urban Ottoman subjects.
The sportsman photograph, as a distinct genre of vernacular portraiture in
which young men posed either bare-chested or clad in athletic attire, cel-
ebrated new imageries of male corporeal beauty, which was constructed as
an integral part of this emerging Ottoman bourgeois masculinity. Such pho-
tographs were used for private exchange and to strengthen homosocial bonds
among friends, relatives and colleagues. Some photographs may have ended
up compiled in private albums (see Ryzova 2014; and her essay in this volume).
Alternatively, club members also organized these images into club-specific
photographic albums that were displayed in the reading rooms of their respec-
tive clubs.7 These photographs and albums served as a visual history of the club,
as records of the achievements of its members and the clubs as a corporate
body, and as a means to record, perform and demonstrate the member’s suc-
cess in achieving an ideal masculine look and identity.

The first two images (figures 1 and 2) show the most popular posture as-
sumed by clubmembers in studios during this period: they stood bare-chested,
and staring straight at the camera, flexing their muscles with their arms cros-
sed. Notably, the posture of both pictures is identical. As was common for this
genre of photographic objects, one of these photographs has the member’s
name written in the corner; the other does not. Figure 1 is of Nikolas Alibran-
tis, a member of the Hercules Gymnastics Association (Gymnastikos Syllogos
Eraklis). Figure 2 is of an unnamed member of the Galatasaray Physical Train-
ing Club (Galatasaray Terbiye-i Bedeniye Kulübü).

Hercules and Galatasaray were well-known exclusively male sports clubs
that were associated with ethno-religious communities. Hercules was a Greek
association, established in October 1896 in Tatavla, a heavily Greek populated
area of Istanbul (Tataoulis Gymnastikou Syllogou Hirakleous 1896).8 Galata-

middle class in the region as a cultural construct, not an empirical category. See, for example,
Watenpaugh (2006); Di-Capua (2008); Jacob (2011); Ryzova (2014).

7 The archives of the Hercules Gymnastics Club and the Galatasaray Physical Training Club in
Istanbul hold such ‘club’ albums.

8 The Hercules Gymnastics Association (Gymnastikos Syllogos Eraklis) changed its Greek
name to the Kurtuluş Sports Club (Kurtuluş Spor Kulübü) during the early Turkish Republic
when the name of the club’s neighborhood Tatavla was also changed to Kurtuluş (meaning
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figure 1 Nicolas Alibrantis, a member of the Hercules Gymnastics Association
kurtuluş sports club archive 1906

saray was a predominantly Turkish club that was located in the heart of the
capital’s most Europeanized district, Pera, and on its most fashionable street,

independence in Turkish). Both name changes were constitutive of broader Turkification
policies instituted during the early republic.
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figure 2 An unnamedmember of the Galatasaray Physical Training Cub
galatasaray museum archive album 42 undated

Grand Rue de Pera.9 Graduates of the Imperial School (Mekteb-i Sultani),
which was also known as the Galatasaray lycée and was the most prestigious

9 The distinction between being Muslim and Turkish became increasingly blurred in the
imperial center during the second constitutional period. Descriptions of Galatasaray in the
press and the club’s internal records refer to it as a Turkish association. Nevertheless, the
club was neither religiously nor ethnically homogenous. For a discussion about the overlap
of these identities and the reification of others, see Gingeras (2009); Kayalı (1997).
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figure 3 Members of the Hercules Gymnastics Association
kurtuluş sports club archive, undated

state secondary school in the imperial domains, established Galatasaray in
October 1905.

The next two photographs (figures 3 and 4) show another common type of
this genre, notably group photographs. Figure 3 shows five unnamed mem-
bers of the Hercules Gymnastics Association posing bare-chested, dressed in
black shorts. Each man is flexing both his upper and lower muscles, while
facing the camera and posing. Figure 4 depicts threemenwith handlebarmus-
taches dressed in identical white athletic apparel and surrounded by a balance
beam, dumbbells and clubbells. The man sitting on top of the balance beam,
L. Shoenmass, is posing with his arms crossed, the man on the left, J. Kornfeld,
is leaning against the beam, with his right hand formed in a fist resting on his
hip, and the man on the right, Albert Ziffer, is standing erect, while clenching
his fists behind his back. The three men were members and administrators of
the Jewish Gymnastics Club of Constantinople (Israelitische Turnverein Kon-
stantinopel), which German-speaking Jews founded in Pera in January 1895.

The differences between figures 3 and 4 go beyond themerely visual. Shoen-
mass, Kornfeld and Ziffer are posing in tight-fitting athletic attire, whereas the
upper and lower bodies of the unnamed members of Hercules are uncovered.
These images are not unique; rather, they reflect the sartorial preferences that
members of each club tended to choose when posing for their ‘sportsman’
photographs. Both groups pictured here represent gymnasts; but the different
social character and ethos of these clubs may provide a clue into these pref-
erences. Hercules, like Galatasaray, was an exclusively male space. The Jewish
Gymnastics Club, however, had both male and female members. Starting in
1906, the club’s leadershippromoted the idea that gymnastics andexercisewere
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figure 4 Members of the Jewish Gymnastics Club of Constantinople:
Starting from left to right, J. Kornfeld, L. Shoenmass, Albert Ziffer
private archive of daniel ziffer 1907

not only mediums through which a new man was created; they were also fun,
modern, leisure activities that all Jews—men, women and children—should
perform. The presence of female members in the Jewish Gymnastics Clubmay
have played a role in discouraging men from taking and sharing photographs
of members posing bare-chested or in shorts.
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Istanbul’s Multilingual Print Media and the New Public Life of the
Semi-Nude Sportsman

The circulation of vernacular photographs of semi-nude men was at first lim-
ited to personal circles of friends, colleagues andmembers of voluntary associ-
ations during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid ii. This changed, however, after
the Young Turk Revolution in 1908. The promulgation of the Press Law (Mat-
buat Kanunu) in 1909 brought, to some degree, a relaxation of the Hamidian
regime’s strict censorship rules (Yosmaoğlu 2003), and facilitated the establish-
ment of a physical culture press (among other types of publications). This phys-
ical culture press included daily newspapers and illustrated sports magazines
published indifferent languages. Fourmagazineswereparticularly notable (see
figures 5 and 6): three were written in Ottoman Turkish, Futbol (Football), Ter-
biye veOyun (Education andGame) and İdman (Sports), and onewaswritten in
Armenian, Marmnamarz (Physical Training).10 All four emerged in the span of
five years, between 1910 and 1914.While somewere short-lived and others irreg-
ular, their popularity was indisputable. Together, these publications exposed a
wider array of Istanbul’s denizens, not just members of athletic associations, to
novel conceptions of male beauty.

Articles in thesemagazines focused on particular sports, scouting and other
sport-related leisure activities, but also on wider issues of health, hygiene and
lifestyle. Written by educators, leading members and administrators of sports
clubs, doctors and government officials, they insisted on the idea that young
men should cultivate a well-defined, robust figure by regularly performing
physical exercise in schools, in the gymnasium, and at the sports club, in order
‘to improve and take care of the body’ (Marmnamarz 1911c: 1). They provided
readers with ample guidelines and illustrations—in text and image—on how
such an ideal body should look: it should be ‘proportionate’ (tenasüp) and ‘ele-
gant’ (zarafet). An elegant body, according to Terbiye veOyun, was comprised of
‘beauty [and] proportion in posture andmovement’ (Sırrı 1911: 86). These ideas
and debates appeared alongside images of semi-nude young men flexing their
muscles. Through this juxtaposition of images and text, editors established a
firm connection between the physical shape of an idealmale body and broader
modern middle-class values.

10 Futbol was established in October 1910 and was limited to seven issues, published irregu-
larly. Marmnamarz was founded in February 1911 as an illustrated monthly publication.
In 1912, it started publishing on a biweekly basis, and maintained this until December
1913. Terbiye ve Oyunwas published biweekly for a year, fromAugust 1911 until August 1912.
İdman published thirty-one issues fromMay 1913 until May 1914.
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figure 5 Front page of one of Istanbul’s multilingual sports magazines
futbol, 16 november 1910
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figure 6 Front page of one of Istanbul’s multilingual sports magazines
marmnamarz, february 1911
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figure 7

Advertisement for Fortin pills that combat fatigue.
Surrounding the image of the muscular sportsman
are the words ‘strength, health and youth’
(kuvvet, sıhhat, gençlik).
i ̇kdam, 20 september 1920: 4

These periodicals celebrated and encouraged what they considered to be
‘worthwhile’ and ‘meaningful’ corporeal concerns for the expanding urban
middle class.Marmnamarz chastisedmenandwomen for their superficial con-
cern with ‘exterior beauty’. According to an article entitled ‘The Beauty Com-
petition’ (Martsum Marmnagan Keghetsutyan), very few people paid heed ‘to
bodily care … and comprehend [the importance of] physical beauty’ (Marm-
namarz 1911e: 161). By condemning frivolous concerns with one’s appearance,
such as wearing the latest fashion, Marmnamarzwas not privileging the inter-
nal over the external: both were supposed to work in tandem. Personal effort
and exercise were middle-class masculine values that enabled men to con-
struct a well-proportioned, beautiful body, and vice versa: a beautiful body was
a sign of the values within. This line of argumentation stood in contrast to that
found inother types of publications,whichofferedquicker approaches through
consumption. For example, Istanbul’s multilingual daily press is replete with
advertisements for pills (figure 7) that promised to providemenwith vigor and
muscle.11 Physical culture journals were extremely suspicious of these mirac-

11 For example, see Sabah’s advertisement for Furtin pills (9 March 1912: 5). Furtin pills were
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figure 8 Photograph of Dad Dadian, winner of the ‘beauty competition’
marmnamarz, november 1911: 297

ulous health potions. They posited that developing and appreciating a well-
proportioned, beautiful body, was a prize that emerged not from consumption,
but from effort, and ‘worthwhile’ leisure activity, notably sports.

one of the many miraculous health potions that promised men the ability to develop
a robust, virile body through consumption of these potions. Together, they constituted
an emerging commercial field that targeted middle-class residents of Istanbul and other
urban centers of the Ottoman Empire as their primary consumer.
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Journals soon created entire sections for photographs of semi-nude young
men, run as regular features. İdman’s section was entitled ‘The Exhibition of
Robust Bodies’ (Sağlam Vücutlar Meşheri), and was described by the journal’s
editor as a space in which readers could ‘look at the “servants of the body and
health” (vücut ve sağlamlık fukaraları)’ (İdman 1913: 219).12 Similarly, the editor
of the Armenian magazine Marmnamarz, Shavarsh Chrissian, regularly pub-
lished pictures of young men and encouraged readers to admire and emulate
these examples. The portrait photographs published in İdman and Marmna-
marz also included captions which reveal the ethno-religious identity of the
robust bodies. The image below of Krikor Hagopian (figure 9), for example,
is collated with a description that establishes that he and his brother Levon
Hagopian are among the ‘few Armenian youth who take care of their bodies …
[and] glorify the Armenian name (Hay anuně) through their bodies, will, and
muscle’ (caption on image in MarmnamarzApril 1911: 88). Photography served
here as one of the most important tools of popularizing the physical culture
press; photography served to record, promote and normalize a distinct male
corporeal aesthetic. By regularly publishing images of sportsmen, editors also
promoted photographic practices, as scores of young male readers wanted to
own and share their own pictures to prove that they belonged to this newmas-
culine ideal.

But how ‘civic’ was this new masculine ideal? On one level, this new bour-
geois ideal of corporeal beauty and its underlying modern urban values were
shared, admired andadhered toby youngmiddle-classOttomanmenof diverse
religious and linguistic backgrounds (and indeed, this masculinity had a global
dimension) who aspired to this modernity. On another level, these venues
in which young men cultivated this new ideal—associations, clubs and the
press—remained firmly divided along confessional lines. Thus, these spaces
might have shared an ideal, but they also cultivated an exclusive ethno-
religious identity among their readers and patrons, who were identified and
addressed as belonging to a distinct community. For example, Ottoman Turk-
ish sports periodicals, like İdman, juxtaposed discussions about ‘the Turkish
generation’ and ‘our athletes’, and used the first person plural ‘we’ and ‘Turks’
interchangeably (İdman 1914: 189; İdman 1913: 219). Similarly, Marmnamarz

12 The use of the word fukara, which literally means ‘poor men’, in the section’s caption is
significant because of its connection to Islam. Muslims have historically used the term
fukara (sing. fakir) when referring to mendicants and Sufis as servants of God (Green
2012: 239). İdman’s use of fukara also conveyed themeaning of servant, but challenged the
traditional Sufi understanding by replacing God with the body and health. Thus, service
to the body and health was compared to service to God.
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figure 9 Photograph illustrating the strong, robust bodies of readers
marmnamarz, april 1911: 88

oscillated betweenusing ‘Armenian youth’ and ‘our youth’ (Marmnamarz 1911d:
30;Marmnamarz 1912: 411). The sportsmanphotographs circulating in the phys-
ical culture press thus not onlymade newnotions ofmasculinity and corporeal
beauty both desirable and normative, but they simultaneously presented this
modern male body as a confessional one.
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Where did the photographs in late Ottoman physical culture journals come
from? They resemble the previously discussed (figures 1–4) vernacular pho-
tographs that administrators andmembers of sports clubs had takenduring the
Hamidian period. And this is not surprising, as they were essentially the same
photographs of young middle-class men, members of athletic clubs or physi-
cal culture aficionados whose private portraits the bourgeoning press used to
bolster its own popularity and sales. Editors encouraged readers to send their
private ‘sportsman’ photographs to the journal to be printed. Marmnamarz
evenorganizedamalebeauty competitionas ameansbywhich the journal pro-
moted a distinct look and encouraged readers to take ‘sportsman’ photographs
(Marmnamarz 1911e: 161). Unsurprisingly, Marmnamarz’s male beauty compe-
tition also carried a didactic purpose, which the editors did not fail to stress:
the cultivation of robust, beautiful and healthy Armenian bodies was not just
a moral endeavor but also a social duty that young men and the broader com-
munity alike needed to embrace.

But while there is a clear generic continuity with the earlier photographs,
there is also—in their incarnations as photographs reprinted on the pages of
the press—greater variety, whichmirrors the fact that the ‘archive’, so to speak,
becomes larger oncewe are allowed to see amuch larger pool of this vernacular
genre. The majority of these portraits capture the upper body of shirtless,
well-defined young men gazing directly at the camera, sporting short haircuts
and moustaches, flexing their muscles and revealing hairless chests. But the
four images below in figure 10, which were featured in İdman’s section entitled
‘The Exhibition of Robust Bodies’, reveal a wider variety of postures. Celal is
shown glancing over his right shoulder while clenching his hands in front of his
body;Muhtar is facing the camerawith arms akimbo; Fuat is tightly crossinghis
arms and standing at a three quarter angle; and Nedim is standing diagonally
while gazing over his right shoulder and clasping his hands behind his back.
While generically similar, each image is also unique and accentuates different
parts of the body, thus inadvertently or consciously stressing the individuality
of all four Turkish men.

Nude, or Not Nude?

Men wishing to compete in Marmnamarz’s beauty competition were asked to
‘take an appropriate nude picture of themselves and provide their age, height,
weight, profession, as well as the measurements of their chest, waist, thighs,
neck, ankles and mail it to the journal (Marmnamarz 1911a: 219). The major-
ity of the contestants were immediately disqualified, however, because their
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figure 10 Photograph illustrating the strong, robust bodies of readers
i ̇dman’s section entitled ‘the exhibition of robust bodies’,
i ̇dman, 24 january 1913: 282
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photographs only showed their upper bodies; in order to participate in the
competition, participants needed to send full body photographs (Marmna-
marz 1911b: 286). The fact that themajority of the contestants sent photographs
of their upper bodies—despite the journal’s explicit pleas—suggests that the
vast majority of readers did not feel comfortable exposing the lower part of
their bodies (especially their thighs) to strangers. Nevertheless, one contes-
tant, Dad Dadian, assiduously followed Marmnamarz’s instructions and sent a
full body photograph (figure 8). As a result, Marmnamarz crowned Dadian the
champion of the competition and presented himwith a prize for the ‘beauty of
his body’. Marmnamarz also made sure to praise him ‘for not seeing anything
wrong in showinghis nude (merg) photo andnot being afraid of public opinion’
(Marmnamarz 1911 f.: 314).

Dadian’s willingness to send his full body photograph to the magazine,
despite possible public censure, suggests that not all Ottomans were as enthu-
siastic about seeing pictures of ‘nude’ young men being circulated in the press.
An article entitled ‘Nudity’ (Mergutyune) published in Marmnamarz explains
that nudity was a polarizing issue for Armenians, and possibly other Ottoman
citizens. According to Marmnamarz, many believed that nudity was ‘immoral’
andwould ‘scandalize’ humanity (“m.b.” 1911: 28).Marmnamarz challenged this
position by retorting that our ‘male and female ancestors’, who walked around
naked, were not immoral. Instead, Marmnamarz treated the human body as
inherently pure and something that should be celebrated, and even treated as
a spectacle:

Things that are considered impure and ugly should be covered and con-
demnedby trial permanently, but thehumanbody is not impure…Nudity
in Marmnamarz should be considered art and compared to statues. Men
should marvel over beautiful bodies.

Marmnamarz, February 1911: 28, emphasis mine

This quote serves as one of the most lucid textual celebrations of, and jus-
tifications for, the public display of the semi-nude male body in this period.
It also implicitly challenges the differences between showing images among
friends and in public by encouraging readers (men in particular) to ‘mar-
vel over beautiful bodies’, irrespective of the context. ‘Nudity’, it should be
stressed, remained a fluid term that meant something different to different
audiences. Ottoman writers and editors of the physical culture press used the
term ‘nude’ to describe varied degrees of uncovered chests, legs and thighs, but
never to refer to the phallus. In this particular context, photographs of semi-
nude men were not considered provocative, on the contrary, they were visual
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proofs of healthy bodies that could only belong to moral and virtuous young
men.

While the intentions of the editors might have been clear, how Istanbul’s
expanding public read these photographs is not. The circulation of the sports-
man image through young male peer networks, often gravitating around the
club, and later, in the press, suggests that young men who frequented these
spaces and read these publications were not opposed to seeing an image of a
nude and/or semi-nudeman. However, private networks on the one hand, and
popularmagazines on the other, were not the same thing.Marmnamarz’s insis-
tence that both exhibiting andgazing at thenudebodywas entirelymorally jus-
tifiable implies that many readers in late Ottoman Istanbul thought otherwise.

Portrait photographs of young men posing shirtless or wearing tight-fitting
athletic attire demonstrate that a proportionate, muscular, broad-chested, and
hairless upper body in late Ottoman Istanbul represented the embodiment of
masculine physical beauty and modern bourgeois values alike. Young Armeni-
ans, Turks, Greeks and Jews all celebrated, promoted and indulged in the pro-
duction of novel corporeal aesthetics as a central component of late Ottoman
urban masculinity. These beautiful modern bodies, however, also remained
firmly confessionalized. Images of young Turkish and Armenian men exhibit-
ing their robust physiques were collated with discussions in periodicals about
how gymnastics and team sports served as the ideal means by which Turks and
Armenians could strengthen their race and rejuvenate their respective com-
munities. Thus, editors of physical culture magazines treated images of ideal
male physiques as representations of a shared notion of beauty, as well as indi-
cations of the development of exclusive ethno-religious communities. These
novel bourgeois bodies were thus at once ‘global’, ‘national’ and ‘confessional’.
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